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On the Value and Development Countermeasures of "Songjiang
Array" in the Area of Fujian and Taiw an
Cao Jin Guo Qiongzhu
（P.E. Department of Xiamen University, Xiamen Fujian 361005, China）
Abstract: As one of the regional and cultural area, Mintai Area (Fujian and Taiwan area) has formed a wide variety of
cultural property in the course of its historical development. At the same time, because its culture has local, emotional,
popularity, entertainment and religious characteristics, prompts the "Songjiang Array" has incomparable advantages than
competitive sport activities in developing cross-strait cultural exchanges, these activities are more easy to arouse the
emotion of a nation and the cultural identity of the compatriots across the straits. Therefore, study of "Songjiang Array" in
the Fujian and Taiwan area, has important significance to comb "Songjiang Array" value, obtain the motive of pursuing
"Songjiang Array" cultural identity and values.
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